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ABSTRACT

Weligama Coconut LeafWilt Disease has been reported to infect the coconut palms in Southern

Sri Lanka. Intra-cellular pathogen phytoplasma has been identified as the causal organism of this

disease. So far there have been no known control methods to cure diseases caused by intra-cellular

pathogens. Integration of resistant varieties into management programmes has been identified as

a viable option in management strategies of such diseases. For this, it is essential to identify the

resistance of available genetic resources. This study was carried out in the Weligama and Matara

area of Southern Sri Lanka to screen the coconut germplasm for resistance to Weligama Coconut

LeafWilt Disease. Infected and healthy palms were differentiated using symptomatology; flaccidity

ofleaves, yellowing ofleaves and marginal necrosis ofleaflets. Sri Lanka Tall, Sri Lanka Green and

yellow dwarfs, Gon thembili tall and king coconut were among the main coconut forms studied.

Out ofthem Sri Lanka Green Dwarfrecorded a high level ofresistance (98%). Within the Sri Lanka

Yellow dwarfand Gon thembili tall, certain individual genotypes were observed to be resistant while

king coconut was identified to be susceptible. The most popular commercial coconut variety, Sri

Lanka tall was highly susceptible to the disease although there were certain individual genotypes

which were resistant. Although Sri Lanka Green dwarf has not so far been viable as a commercial

coconut cultivar the presence of resistant genes within the coconut germplasm was recognized as

a great advantage in breeding coconuts for resistance to Weligama Coconut Leaf Wilt Disease.
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INTRODUCTION

Weligama Coconut Leaf Wilt Disease

(WCLWD) that has been reported in Southern

Sri Lanka is now known to be caused by

Phytoplasma (Perera et al. 2012). Phytoplasma

are intracellular organisms and thus are

obligatory parasites. The diseases caused by

phytoplasma in coconut as well as in other crops

are practically incurable. The repercussions of

incurable diseases are much higher in perennial

tree crops such as coconuts compared to annuals

and therefore adopting the best disease controll

management methods is vital.

Currently, the most viable method of

managing phytoplasma diseases is to cultivate

resistant varieties. The resistance of such

varieties is genetically governed. These varieties

should be identified within the infected area itself

to ensure that the resistance is due to genes and

not the environment lacking the innoculum. The

availability of a broad genetic diversity of the

germplasm ofa crop species within the infected

area is highly advantageous in finding one or a

few resistant varieties. Incidentally, the Southern

Province of Sri Lanka (more specifically, Galle

and Matara districts) is rich in coconut diversity,

harbouring many of the coconut varieties and

forms so far identified in Sri Lanka (Liyanage,

1958; Ekanayake et al. 2010). However, the

systematic plantations even in the Southern

province are generally planted with commonly

grown commercial coconut cultivars such as Sri

Lanka tall and are lacking in diverse coconut

material. Home gardens on the other hand,

especially in the Southern part of the island

consist ofmuch diverse coconut genetic material

including many of the indigenous coconut

varieties and forms found in Sri Lanka.

Flaccidity of the leaves, marginal necrosis

of leaflets and yellowing of leaves, especially
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the mid whorl yellowing are tlie prominent

symptoms of WCLWD with fungal leaf rot

superimposed on the palms weakened by

WCLWD (Wijesekara et al. 2008). If certain

palms remain healthy while some others are

diseased in the same environment under similar

innoculum pressure, the healthy palms can be

hypothesized to possess the genes for resistance

to the disease. Covering the entire available

coconut diversity in the area is important to

identify the total pool of coconut varieties and

forms which is resistant to WCLWD.

Considering the above factors an extensive

field survey was carried out in the Weligama

and Matara area of the Southern Province of

Sri Lanka, where the disease incidence is very

high with the objective of identifying coconut

varieties which are resistant to WCLWD.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Afield survey was conducted in the area from

Weligama to Matara in the Southern Province of

Sri Lanka, to identifY resistant coconut varieties.

The target coconut holdings were the home

gardens rather than plantations.

The coconut form Sri Lanka Green Dwarf

(SLGD) was given special reference in this field

survey because this particular variety has been

reported to be resistant to another phytoplasma

associated disease, lethal yellowing which is

found in the Caribbean.

Healthy and diseased palms were differentiated

with WCLWD symptoms flaccidity, marginal

necrosis of leaflets and yellowing of fronds.

Other factors that may cause similar symptoms,

such as shade and varietal traits for flaccidity

and different causes for yellowing were also

considered in distinguishing healthy and disease

infected palms.



Screening coconuts for resistance to WCLWD

In total 124 home gardens were surveyed

from Weligma to Matara in Southern Sri Lanka

and the resistant sources were documented in

05 different forms of coconut most of which

are included in the coconut classification in Sri

Lanka.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Coconut varieties Sri Lanka tall (SLT) and

Gon thembili tall (GTT) and several other

phenotypes belonging to variety Typica, Sri

Lanka Green dwarf (SLGD) (Plates 01 and

02) including Green dwarf 'Murusi' form

(Ekanayake et al. 2010) and Sri Lanka Yellow

dwarf (SLYD) belonging to variety Nana and

King coconut (KC) from Intermediate coconut

variety Aurantiaca were evaluated in the survey

for resistance to WCLWD.

Plate 01: Crown of a resistant Sri Lanka Green Dwarf

(Murusi) palm
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Resistance of different forms and varieties

Of all the coconut forms assessed, Sri

Lanka green dwarf including its 'Murusi'

coconut form displayed a very high degree of

resistance to WCLWD. Ninety eight percent of

the palms evaluated from a total of 250 palms

were identified to be healthy amidst the disease

infected palms (Table 01). Consequently, Sri

Lanka Green dwarf was identified as a coconut

form with a very high degree of resistance to

WCLWD.

The Nana coconut form, SLYD showed a fair

degree ofresistance to WCLWD but not as high

as that of Sri Lanka Green dwarf. Out ofa total

of27 SLYD coconut palms evaluated, 18 were

observed to be disease free recording the second

highest degree of resistance to WCLWD.

Plate 02: Resistant Sri Lanka Green Dwarf palm

Table 01: Percentages of resistance of the studied coconut forms

Coconut form Number of palms Number of % resistance
resistant palms

Sri Lanka 250 245 98
Green Dwarf

Sri Lanka 27 18 67
Yellow Dwarf

Gon thembili tall 22 14 64

King coconut 52 20 38
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The king coconut form ofvariety Aurantiaca

was observed to be susceptible to the WCLWD.

Only 38% of the evaluated KC palms were

healthy indicating the susceptibility of the

majority ofKC palms.

Sri Lanka Tall (SLT), which is the most

popular commercial variety, was also highly

susceptible (Plate 03) although a smaller

percentage of healthy paLms (Plate 04) was

observed among the severely infected plantations

indicating the resistance ofindividual genotypes

of SLT rather than the SLT coconut form as a

whole.

Plate 03: Disease infected Sri Lanka tall palm

Plate 04: Healthy individnal Sri Lanka tall palm amidst
diseased palms
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The resistance of the Typica variety GTT

was higher than that ofSLT. Out ofa total of22

individual GTT palms, 14 palms were healthy

with a WCLWD resistance of about 63%. In

addition to SLT and GTT there were certain

other Typica individual genotypes which were

healthy. Among them there was one prominent

palm resembling the Kamandala form ofvariety

Typica but with reddish brown (rathi) pericarp

(plate 05). It was observed that although the

fruit of this coconut phenotype resembled

Kamandala the nut within was smaller than

typical Kamandala nuts.

Plate 05: Resistant tall palm (resembling tall form Kamandala)

Genetic governance ofWCLWD resistance

Considering all the different forms of

coconut evaluated for resistance to WCLWD

only SLGD could be identified as a resistant

coconut variety. The mechanism or the mode of

resistance of any of these coconut forms is not

clear. However, it can be hypothesized that the

resistance for WCLWD is under governance of

Quantitative Trait Loci (QTL). Dwarf coconuts

are predominantly self breeding and therefore

they are mostly homozygous purelines. Typica

or tall coconuts are naturally out breeding and

therefore they are heterogenous populations of

varying degrees of heterozygosity. Due to this

heterozygosity the progeny ofSLT coconuts may

segregate to a certain degree. This is even more
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complicated with the out-crossing nature of tall

coconuts. However, the situation is different with

the dwarfcoconuts and therefore resistance may

not break down due to segregation because they

are mostly inbreeding homozygous lines.

Economic importance ofWCLWD resistant

SLGD

SLGD is not a commercially important

cultivar in Sri Lanka for culinary purposes or in

copra industry, mainly because of the smaller

size of the nut. Yet the smaller nut size ofSLGD

is compensated by the higher number of nuts

produced in a bunch. Still, SLGD has commonly

been grown in home gardens especially in

Southern Sri Lanka for beverage purposes.

However with the escalating world demand for

coconut as a natural beverage, dwarf coconuts

may very well be competitive, not only in the

local market but also in the international market.

Moreover, the important implication with respect

to the genetic improvement of coconut for

WCLWD is the presence ofgenes for resistance

and SLGD occupies the top position in the list

of resistant varieties. SLG D has been used as

a parent in coconut breeding programme in Sri

Lanka, for the transfer ofgenes for precocity and

high nut number into commercially more viable

tall cultivars since 1960's. At this point with the

coconut breeding objectives expanded to include

breeding coconuts for WCLWD, SLGD may

prove to be valuable as a donor of WCLWD

resistant genes.
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The resistance ofSLGD to lethal yellowing

disease (LYD) which is a deadly disease

devastating coconut plantations in the Caribbean

and is spreading in Africa has been reported

(Quaicoe el a/. 2009). LYD is also caused by

phytoplasma and therefore it is clear that SLG D

is resistant to phytoplasma diseases. Kerala (root)

wilt disease that has been present in Kerala, India

for the last 150 years, is a phytoplasma disease

with similar symptoms to WCLWD (Nair el al.

1996). Chowghat Green dwarf (CGO) coconut

in India with similar morphology to SLGO and

Malayan Green dwarf have been reported to have

a higher degree of resistance to Kerala (root) wilt

disease suggesting the resistance ofgreen dwarfs

to coconut diseases caused by phytoplasma.

Consequently, both these dwarf forms ofcoconut

have been used in the genetic improvement for

Kerala (root) wilt disease (Nair el al. 2000).

Therefore the study of resistance mechanism of

Green dwarf coconut to phytoplasma diseases

will be useful in genetic improvement for

resistance to phytoplasma diseases and also in

other disease management strategies.
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